We offer

Our boutique is a warm, compassionate and
private environment.
Chat, browse and feel at home.
When you are ready, we will be ready to begin
your ﬁtting.

Walk through...

Personalized Fittings
Full and Partial Prostheses
Mastectomy Bras
Enhancers
Post-Surgical Recovery Garments
Compression Bras
Large Cup Bras
Full Figure Bras
Specialty Sports Bras
Sleepwear
Active Wear
Mastectomy Swimwear
Large Cup Swimwear
Nursing Bras
Pregnancy Abdominal
Supports

Upper and Lower
Extremity
Compression Garments

The Pink Door
306 Oak Street
Palatka, FL 32177

Telephone: 386.328.9424
Fax: 386.328.9470

Hours:
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Tuesday
1:30 PM - 6:00 PM
Saturday & evenings by appointment
www.pinkdoor.org

ABC Accreditation
POST-MASTECTOMY PATIENT CARE

And Renew Yourself

The Pink Door

Palatka

Downtown Historic District

Wigs
Head Scarves
Accessories
Gifts

like us on facebook

Compassion, it’s our nature.

T

hoped for the best. My

he Pink Door is the premiere
resource for women who wish to

size was way off, and the

improve their body image. We offer

regular stores don’t even

professional bra ﬁttings to resolve your

carry what I need. Even

breast symmetry needs following mastectomy,

the plus-size shops. Don’t

lumpectomy, reconstruction, reduction or

suffer another day with less

augmentation. We also offer solutions to those

than adequate support!! Do

women who have full busts or who have developed
unevenly.
Located in a lovely house in the south historic
district of Palatka, The

Pink Door is dedicated

to offering women hope and support in a soothing
and welcoming environment. We think of ourselves
as a fashion boutique, not a medical supply house.
Our skills focus on providing complete specialized
service while making our customer feel she is

your girls a favor and go

advantages and pleasures of proper ﬁtting bras.

see Susan at The

Door !!”

For women who have difﬁculty ﬁnding a bra to
alleviate such things as shoulder and back strain,
headaches, poor posture and sagging breasts,
we have a number of garments to remedy these
problems. For the pregnant or nursing mother,
we also carry nursing bras and abdominal support
garments.

The Pink Door is an Accredited Medicare
provider. “The Pink Door has demonstrated
its commitment to the provision of quality patient
care services
by seeking and
attaining ABC

having a pleasant visit with a friend. Each staff

The Pink Door also offers products for other

accreditation,”

member is a Certiﬁed Fitter and is exceptionally

conditions such as medical hair loss, lymphedema

said Catherine

trained to educate each woman as to why a

and chronic venous insufﬁciency.

Carter, ABC’s

prosthesis and proper ﬁtting bra are essential to
both her physical and emotional well being. The
ﬁtting solution is tailored to each person. You can
be assured of receiving what is appropriate for your
needs and desires.

The Pink Door prides itself on offering high
quality options to its customers. We carry the most

Your needs are profoundly personal ones. It is not
only important to guarantee proper ﬁt and comfort
of your selections; you must also feel the support
and caring of those helping you to reclaim your
self-image and conﬁdence. We will send you out
the door feeling encouraged for the future. As
one satisﬁed customer says “The store is a little

up to date medical devices and fashion foundations.

farther than others,

Our extensive inventory covers ﬁttings for band

but I received a very

sizes 28 to 56 and cup sizes AA to M. In most

personalized service

cases our customer will go home with everything

and the staff is very

she needs on the ﬁrst visit.

caring and goes out of

Our mission is “to provide women a warm
and attentive environment where they can be

Pink

their way to ﬁnd what I
need and ﬁts me well.”

Executive
Director. “ABC
has developed
the highest
standards for
accreditation in the industry and is proud to include

The Pink Door among our 1,400 accredited
patient care facilities.”
When you have a
breast cancer diagnosis
you may be eligible for
a prosthesis and bras
covered by insurance.
We will ﬁle the
necessary paperwork

professionally ﬁtted for bras that will minimize

Another says “For years

for your insurance

their imperfections and maximize their potential
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by competent, concerned ﬁtters.” We take pride
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in enlightening and educating women to the
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